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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents a software development which allows multiple users to com

mand, control, and communicate with an experiment occurring at some distant 

location. These functions were implemented through the modification of software 

already in existence in the Telescience Laboratory. There were two important items 

which needed to be developed in order to accommodate the desired transition: 

handling multiple connections and managing user privileges. The former was im

plemented by the reformulation of TCP/IP protocol software. The second item 

necessitated the development of a key assignment scheme. 

Steps leading up to the final design are discussed. The software package OASIS 

is used throughout to constitute the user-machine interface. As an application for 

this multiple user technology, a simulation of the Mars oxygen production plant is 

commanded and controlled remotely. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The focus of this research is remote command of a Mars oxygen production 

plant, built by the NASA University of Arizona / Space Engineering Research Cen

ter. This plant is designed to extract oxygen from carbon dioxide present in the 

Martian atmosphere. Here, as well as in many space experiments, remote supervi

sory command and control of the project is essential. 

Software previously used in telescience applications at the University of Arizona 

allowed for the remote command and control of an experiment from only one loca

tion. This would be adequate, if everyone with expertise in the space experiment 

were located in the same place. In reality, this cannot be expected. It would be 

advantageous to produce some means by which many different researchers in differ

ent locations could actively participate. This project allowed the development of a 

method enabling multiple remote command sites to control the same experiment. 

This was accomplished by modifying software previously used or produced in the 

telescience laboratory. 

The computer located at the site of the experiment is known as the local con

trolling computer (LCC). At the present time, this computer houses a simulation of 

the Oxygen Production Plant's testbed. It executes commands from remote com

puters and transmits telemetry data to them. At the remote command site, there 

are two computers (a microVAXII/GPX and a SUN 3/60), each with the ability 

to command. But only one is allowed to issue intrusive commands. This machine 

is called the Remote Commanding Computer (RCC). The other remote computer 

receives telemetry, but cannot issue intrusive commands. This station is known as 

a Remote Observing Computer (ROC). Throughout this document, if a statement 

can apply to either the RCC or ROC, the shorthand notation remote computer 

(RC) will be used. Only two RCs were used in this project. Additional RCs can be 
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added as required. 

A key is assigned to determine which of the remote computers shall be the RCC. 

This key is a pass lent to a user that allows him to issue intrusive commands. This 

pass is currently assigned on a first come, first served basis. The non key-holding 

computer becomes the ROC. When the RCC is finished with its portion of the 

experiment, it gives up the key. The key assignment process is then repeated. 

The Operations and Science Instrument System (OASIS), a software package 

developed by the University of Colorado, comprises the user-machine interface on 

the RCs. OASIS was developed to assist in the remote operation of scientific ex

periments. The machine used for the LCC was also a micro VAX. It was connected 

to the RCs through Ethernet. The TCP/IP protocol was used for communication. 

TCP/IP was implemented on the microVAXes through the use of the TGV Multi-

net socket library. All other software developed for the project was written in either 

ADA or C. 

There were many stages that led up to the implementation of the multiple user 

software. Initially, the system was as it had been in the past, a single RCC (the 

micro VAX) and the LCC. Software had to be written on the LCC to simulate the 

Oxygen Production Plant. On the RCC, the OASIS database needed to be written. 

This first construction used the DECnet communications protocol, because TCP/IP 

software being developed concurrently in the same lab was not yet completed. This 

stage is discussed in chapter 4. 

Soon after the completion of the first stage, the TCP/IP software became avail

able. In preparation for the introduction of the SUN 3/60 as a second RC, commu

nications were changed from DECnet to TCP/IP. These modifications are described 

in chapter 5. 

Chapter 6 describes in detail the implementation of multiple command sites. 

Here, there are two issues of particular importance: handling multiple connections 

and key management. Each requires special attention. Multiple connections entail 

using different ports and developing a scheme to assign and monitor channels. In 

order to manage the key, many different tasks have to be constantly advised of 

the current key holder, so that a distinction can be made between legal and illegal 
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commands. A key assignment routine is also required. 

The final chapter summarizes results and discusses conclusions. An overview of 

future work is also provided. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SPACE RESOURCES AND TELESCIENCE 

2.1 The Wealth of Space 

There is no doubt that mankind's curiosity to explore and understand space 

has brought us many rewards. Just a few decades ago, the thought of having earth 

orbiting satellites help to forecast "killer storms" or allow an American viewer in 

his own living room to witness the Olympics live from France would have seemed 

ridiculous. Yet today, many take these technological advancements for granted 

and dispute the value of spending more money on space research. Therefore, it 

is necessary to incorporate every available technology that will, in the long run, 

make space exploration more economical, and thus more valuable in the eyes of the 

public. One way to lower the cost of space travel is to take advantage of the natural 

resources found on various celestial bodies, and of the unique properties of space 

itself. This technology is referred to as In Situ Materials Utilization (ISMU). For 

more information on ISMU, see (Lewis and Lewis, 1988). 

In the past all space missions, manned and unmanned, have carried all they 

needed with them, and have not made use of extraterrestrial resources. For this 

reason, the scientific payload of space missions made up only a small percentage of 

the actual mass to be carried. Thereby the size and cost of the rockets employed 

had to be enormous. Much of the carried mass had been vehicle propellent, most 

of which was liquid oxygen. Enough propellent had to be carried along for both 

the forward and return trips (At the present time, a shuttle launch costs $4000 per 

pound). Notice that the amount of propellent needed in this scenario is consider

ably more than doubled, since yet more propellent is needed to lift the additional 

"payload" of the propellent for the return flight out of the gravity well of planet 

earth. A significant reduction in mass (and therefore cost) would be enjoyed if the 

spacecrafts could refuel with oxygen at their destinations. 
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Several possible locations for "filling stations" exist. Oxygen can be extracted 

from illmenite (FeTiOz) present in lunar soil. The thin Martian atmosphere is 

mostly carbon dioxide, which can be decomposed to form both oxygen and carbon 

monoxide. Many near-Earth asteroids possess an abundant amount of water (in 

the form of ice), from which oxygen can be extracted through electrolysis (not to 

mention the value of the water itself). 

One should not assume that oxygen is the only useful resource that can be 

obtained from space. The cost of space development can be reduced even more by 

capitalizing on the unique properties of space and its other resources to produce 

materials to bring back to Earth. Crystals used in the manufacturing of integrated 

circuits can be produced with about 98% efficiency in the reduced gravity of a Low 

Earth Orbit (LEO) (On the Earth's surface, efficiency drops to 2%). On the moon, 

extremely pure iron and nickel can be produced, as well as manganese, chromium 

and cobalt. The surface of Mars has many minerals similar to those found in Earth's 

deserts. Many asteroids contain a large supply of platinum group metals. 

2.2 Why Mars? 

It was explained in the introductory chapter that the focus of this research was 

to develop software for the remote command and control of an oxygen production 

plant to be installed on Mars. But why should one be interested in Mars? The 

Moon is much closer. Mars has no abundant water or platinum group metals like 

some near-Earth asteroids. Why should Mars be developed? 

The answer to this question lies in the practicality of Mars. The Moon may 

be closer to the Earth and possess valuable metals. But many of the processes 

used to extract these metals from the lunar soil require hydrogen, an element which 

is not readily available on the Moon. Therefore, the exploitation of lunar metals 

would require the importation of hydrogen from one of the asteroids, or even worse 

Earth. Importing hydrogen from the Earth would cancel any benefits gained from 

the extraction of lunar minerals. 

There is no doubt that near-Earth asteroids would provide the Earth with many 
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expensive and rare metals. But human residence on an asteroid is not feasible. Long 

term human inhabitance in near zero gravity has detrimental health effects. An 

asteroid could be equipped with "artificial" gravity by causing it to spin slightly. But 

the cost of implementing a spin on a reasonable size asteroid would be astronomical. 

Thus human workers could only be expected to remain on an asteroid for a few weeks 

at a time. 

Mars possesses some gravity. It is actually cheaper to send a payload to Mars 

from LEO than to the Moon. On a flight to the Moon, two stages are needed for 

a spacecraft: the first to escape from LEO, the second to slow the spacecraft down 

before it reaches the Moon. In a Martian mission, only one stage is needed. The 

spacecraft can use the Martian atmosphere for braking. Thus, less propellent would 

need to be taken, and more scientific payload could be delivered. 

2.3 Telescience 

Full-scale utilization of extra-terrestrial resources with manned outposts will 

not be attempted this century. It is not likely that such an endeavor will be tried 

for several decades. It is then reasonable to assume that initial space experiments 

(such as oxygen production plants) will be expected to survive for years on their 

own before being visited by a more permanent human presence. It is therefore 

necessary to implement some means to monitor and control these experiments from 

the Earth. The science that deals with this area is called Telescience.  

Three different Telescience scenarios can be envisaged. They differ in the dis

tribution of intelligent decision making capabilities between the remote and local 

sites. 

In the first scenario, all intelligence rests with the remote human operator, who 

would issue every minute command to the local system, which would perform the 

designated task (for example, moving a robot arm according to sensory information). 

This idea of issuing remote commands in this way is known as Teleoperation. The 

master-slave approach of an intelligent human operator (the master) controlling 

an unitelligent experiment (the slave) proved impractical. The execution of simple 



series of tasks was long and tedious. This became worse with even a slight time 

delay between the remote operator and the plant site (For example, the transmission 

delay between Earth and Mars is between 15 and 40 seconds). 

Another option would be to make the experiment completely autonomous. In 

this scenario, all intelligence resides at the local plant side. Once the process is 

started, it only occasionally reports its results back to Earth. Unfortunately, current 

expertise in artificial intelligence does not allow yet for complete autonomy in space. 

The concept of supervisory control  falls somewhere in the middle. In this scenario, 

intelligence is split between the local and remote sites. Smart sensory equipment 

is placed at the experiment site, which is used to periodically update the remote 

operator of the progress of his experiment. Sensor fusion is used to integrate vari

ous sensor measurements into more abstract higher level information for consuption 

by the remote human operator. Smart actuators are able to decompose high level 

human commands into series of lower level control actions. This scenario requires 

considerably less artificial intelligence to be placed at the plant site in comparison 

with fully autonomous operation, and is therefore realizable with today's technol

ogy. The scheme requires the development of watchdog monitors, smart sensors, and 

intelligent agents. For more information in these areas, see (Schooley and Cellier, 

1989). At the same time, the communication requirements are reduced in com

parison with the Teleoperation scenario, and time delays become less of a problem. 

Even in cases where there is no time delay, supervisory control has shown to perform 

in a system just as well as (if not better than) a full teleoperated implementation 

(Sheridan, 1988). 

2.4 Mars Project Goals 

The ultimate objective of this project is to place a fully operational oxygen 

production plant on Mars (Plant details can be found in the following chapter). 

The ability to produce oxygen on Mars will provide the means to make utilizing 

other space resources feasible. If spacecraft cannot acquire fuel extra-terrestrially, 

full-scale ISMU has little chance of ever being profitable enough to justify itself. 
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Therefore, plants that produce spacecraft propellent, such as the one destined for 

Mars, are necessary if mankind is ever to advance in space beyond the exploration 

stage. 

The envisioned Martian plant will have some local intelligence, and the super

visory control philosophy will be used to command it remotely from many different 

locations on Earth. The command sites will have the capability to start up and 

shut down the plant as needed, as well as issue high level commands. Without 

telescience, a human presence would need to be at the plant site. With telescience, 

the human operators can receive preprocessed sensory perception of the plant and 

not leave their computer terminals. 

The installation of the oxygen production plant on Mars is years away. There 

will be in the meantime several other situations in space that require remote com

mand and control. Some work has already been done on the remote command of 

space telescopes(Lew, 1988) and robotic fluid handling(Hack, 1988). Even the first 

space shuttle had some simple supervisory control loops (Sheridan, 1988). It is 

hoped that the lessons learned and the methods developed from this research will 

be applied to other space experiments requiring multiple remote operators in the 

years to come. 



CHAPTER 3 

IS 

MARS OXYGEN PRODUCTION PLANT 

3.1 Operation 

The inspiration for this particular project was the University of Arizona NASA/ 

Space Engineering Research Center prototype of the Mars Oxygen Production 

Plant. A prototype of this plant has been constructed. This plant starts with 

carbon dioxide (the principle compound in the Martian atmosphere), and from it 

extracts oxygen (Oo form) and carbon monoxide. This is done through the following 

chemical reaction: 

2 C02  — 02 + 2 CO 

The oxygen can be used for spacecraft propellant or other purposes. Carbon 

dioxide is let into the test bed system through a bleed valve. The gas is then 

compressed to a pressure equal to that of Earth. It is heated to a temperature 

of approximately 900 K, where it will break down into CO and 02. Separation of 

these gases is accomplished by an electrochemical reaction involving zirconia cells, 

which are tubes of ZrOi. The oxygen is extracted and sent to a storage tank. 

The remaining gas contains both CO2 and CO. These two gases are divided in a 

membrane separator. The CO is stored for other purposes and the COi is recycled 

through the system. This entire process is illustrated in Figure 3.1. For more 

information on plant operation, see [2]. 
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3.2 Approach 

The ultimate goal is to place an actual oxygen production plant on Mars. This 

raises the question, how will those interested parties on Earth be assured that the 

plant is performing its designated duties? Initially, there will not be astronauts 

on Mars to supervise the operation of the Oxygen Production Plant. It is not 

feasible to make such a plant autonomous without any remote interaction. Therefore 

remote command, control and communication for the oxygen production plant are 

desirable. This endeavor defines the role of the University of Arizona's Telescience 

Laboratory in this project. The command and control of the prototype plant is 

being accomplished in three stages. Stages 1 and 2 are complete. 

Stage 1 involved two computers, both micro VAXes located in the ECE building, 

room 208. One acted as the RCC, the other as the LCC with DECnet communica

tions between them. To constitute the interface between the user and the RCC, the 

software package OASIS was used. The OASIS database was tailored to match the 

specific requirements of the project. Commands were added to set various flowrates 

and efficiencies of the system. Windows were constructed to make the interface 

more user friendly. The LCC housed the simulation of the testbed, a static mass 

flow model. The software on the LCC was written primarily in ADA. In addition to 

the mass flow model, the LCC also maintained connections, processed commands 

and issued telemetry. During the course of this segment, DECnet was replaced by 

specially tailored TCP/IP software. On the VAXes, the TCP/IP software developed 

uses the assistance of Multinet, developed by TGV. Diagrams of stage 1 appear in 

figure 3.2 and 3.3. 

In stage 2, the static mass flow model on the LCC was replaced by an energy bal

ance model. Another remote computer, a SUN 3/60, was added to the architecture 

and a system of assigning user privileges on the LCC was devised to accommodate 

the second computer. Adjustments were made on the LCC TCP/IP software to 

handle the extra connection. A diagram of stage 2 appears in figure 3.4. Stages 1 

and 2 are discussed in detail in the chapters that follow. 

Stage 3 has not yet been completed. In this next stage, the actual prototype 

testbed will be commanded remotely. Smart sensors, fault diagnosis and recovery, 
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and other artificial intelligence operations will be incorporated with existing remote 

command and control technologies. The LCC will be preceded by a Command and 

Control Center computer (CCC). The CCC will handle all the telecommand and 

telemetry duties of the LCC plus the following tasks. It will interface with two PCs 

(functioning as LCCs), one will run a dynamic simulation of the testbed, the other 

will interface with a smart sensor to permit control of the actual testbed. The RCs 

will retain their current roles. The ultimate idea is to make it appear to the RC 

user as if the remote computer keyboard were actually the keyboard of the CCC. 
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OVERVIEW OF ORIGINAL HIERARCHICAL CONTROL ARCHITECTURE 

This chapter discusses in detail the original functions of the processor compo

nents used in the simulation of the Martian oxygen production plant. Initially, this 

architecture consisted of two blocks: the Remote Commanding Computer (RCC), 

and the Local Controlling Computer (LCC). As implied in the introduction, when 

the term "remote" is used, it refers to something that is occurring at a location sep

arate from the place where the experiment or simulation resides. The word "local" 

is used to describe actions that occur at the site of the experiment or simulation. At 

first, microVAXII/GPX workstations were used for both the LCC and RCC. They 

were connected via the University of Arizona Ethernet network using the DECnet 

communication protocol. The protocol was later changed to TCP/IP. 

4.1 Remote Commanding Computer Functions 

The RCC is the command center of the system. Its purpose is to monitor and 

control the simulation occurring on the LCC. To this end, the RCC uses a software 

package called Operations and Science Instrument System(OASIS), developed by 

the University of Colorado for the remote operation of scientific experiments (For 

detailed information about OASIS, see Appendix A). 

In order to use OASIS in the oxygen production plant model, a database first 

had to be written to handle telecommand and telemetry operations, and user display 

for this particular application. This allows the user to issue commands to the LCC. 

To dispatch a command, one either types a command into the RCC in CSTOL, a 

language built into the software, or selects an option from the menu. OASIS then 

translates the command into ASCII. The command is made into a telecommand 

or outgoing packet by attaching secondary and primary headers. The packetized 



stream is next sent to the interface with Ethernet, which forwards the packet along 

toward the LCC. 

Since the protocol used for the interface to Ethernet was changed part way 

through the project from DECnet to TCP/IP, the tasks that make up this section 

of the RCC hierarchy are not described here. Chapter 4 deals with this matter in 

detail. 

When a telemetry or incoming packet is received from the LCC, it again goes 

through the interface, which checks the packet before sending it on to OASIS. Once 

the packet stream arrives at OASIS, it is decomposed and desired data is extracted 

from it. This data is displayed on the screen under the direction of preprogrammed 

display tables in the database. 

4.2 Local Controlling Computer Functions 

This section provides an overview of the various tasks that comprise the Local 

Controlling Computer portion of the project. The machine used in this endeavor 

was a microVAX workstation with the VMS version 5.1 operating system. The 

process that handles all the LCC tasks is called SIMU. 

When the SIMU program on the LCC is executed, the communication proto

col software block creates the proper software environment to await a connection 

request from the RCC. Since the protocol for the individual tasks in this block was 

changed part way through the project, these tasks will not be described here. In

stead, they will be discussed in chapter 4. After a connection is established, this 

block waits until it receives a telecommand from the RCC. The entire packet stream 

is then sent to the Primary Depacketizer task, which checks the primary header of 

the packet. If everything is as expected, the packet, minus the primary header, is 

forwarded to the Secondary Depacketizer. 

The Secondary Packetizer removes the secondary header from the incoming 

stream and checks it for correctness. If no errors are found, the remainder of the 

packet is transferred to the Queuer task. If an error was found, the packet is thrown 

out, and a packet is sent to the RC informing it of the nature of the error. 

Now all that is left of the packet stream is the command itself. The Queuer 
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takes the ASCII command and determines which mailbox it belongs in. There are 

five mailboxes available. The command is then inserted in the correct mailbox. If 

the mailbox is full, the Queuer waits and tries again. 

The Retriever removes the command from the mailbox and forwards it to the 

Command Processor. The Command Processor is essentially a controlling task that 

calls the procedures Scanner, Parser, and the testbed simulation in that order. The 

Scanner checks the format of each command for correctness. If the format is perfect, 

the Parser is called. This procedure decodes each command and compares it to a 

library of predefined commands. If the unknown command can be identified, it is 

sent to the testbed simulation, otherwise it is discarded. The RCC is not notified, 

for the same reason as described above. Provisions have been made so that the local 

keyboard can interrupt the operation of the Command Processor at any time. This 

was a desired feature to give the local keyboard priority over the remote operator. 

The testbed simulation was initially the static mass flow model of the oxy

gen production plant. Later, it was the energy balance model. This procedure, 

whichever model it is based on, must also perform the following functions: 

1) It processes the decoded command. 

2) It performs the simulation of the testbed to determine all the new values for 

system parameters that resulted from the execution of the command. 

3) It places the new values in the telemetry packet record. 

4) It sends the incomplete telemetry packet to the Secondary Packetizer. 

The Secondary Packetizer attaches the secondary header to the telemetry packet 

with all header fields set to their new or default values. The packet is then trans

ferred to the Primary Packetizer. 

The Primary Packetizer appends the primary header to the telemetry packet, 

with all fields set to correct values. The packet is then passed on to the communi

cation protocol software block, which in turn sends the packet out on the network 

in the direction of the RCC. 
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4.3 Description of Telecommand and Telemetry Headers 

Packet headers used on this project were based on recommendations of the 

Consultant Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) [3,4 ]. Two types of 

headers were used, a primary and secondary header. Since they follow in content 

the suggestions of the committee, they will be referred to as CCSDS headers. In 

the scope of this research, two basic types of packets were sent between computers: 

telecommand and telemetry. The telecommand packet was sent from an RC to the 

LCC requesting it to execute an order. It had three parts: the CCSDS primary 

header, the CCSDS secondary header, and the command itself. The telemetry 

packet, sent to the RC to update it concerning the results of its commands, also 

contained three segments: the two CCSDS headers and the telemetry data. These 

segments, as implemented in this project, are outlined below. 

Table 4.1: CCSDS Primary Header (telecommand and telemetry packets) 

bits subfield name comment 
1-3 version packet version number 

4 packet type 1- telecommand 

0- telemetry 

5 secondary header 1- yes 

0- no 

6-16 application process ID LCC ID 

17 last segment flag 1- yes 

0- no 

18 first segment flag 1- yes 

0- no 

19-32 source sequence count identifies a particular packet 

33-48 packet length length of secondary header + command 
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Table 4.2: CCSDS Secondary Header on VAXes (telecommand and telemetry pack

ets) 

bits subficld name comment 

1 CCSDS header format 1-CCSDS defined 

0-not CCSDS defined 

2-32 packet content ID 

33 - 64 Time 

identifies packet contents 

number of milliseconds since 

65 - 85 OASIS version numbers 

beginning of current day 

the current version is 02.05.02 

7 bits are used here for each 2 digits 

86 - 96 application ID ID of sender if telecommand 

ID of destination if telemetry 

Command Source Data (telecommand packet only) 

This is a variable length ASCII string of up to 80 bytes. It is desired to have 

a two-word command followed by a value; for example, SET FL0WRATE.C02 = 

Telemetry Data (telemetry packet only) 

The format for this portion of the packet changed during the project. Initially 

it was in ASCII, then later in binary. This section of the packet contains the results 

of the simulation. There are a total of twenty individual items that comprise this 

unit. Sixteen of these are test bed parameters that are calculated in the simulation 

(six mass flow rates, seven temperatures, and three pressures). Three items are the 

current values of'the system functions the user is allowed to set. The final element 

describes the key status and was added later. 

In the ASCII implementation, the data items would have different lengths de

pending on how they were defined. For example, if a flowrate was defined to be 

F5.2 (floating point with a total of 5 digits, 2 to the right of the decimal), the total 

6.7. 
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length of its data field would be 40 (8 bits/ASCII character x 5 digits). When 

the telemetry data was switched to binary format, all the data field lengths were 

changed to 32 bits. 
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STANDARD COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS 

Originally, all communications between VAXes in the telescience laboratory 

were done using the DECnet communication protocol. DECnet is a copywrited 

product of Digital Equipment Corporation. Since other computing platforms were 

to be incorporated into the architecture, an early goal was to change the commu

nications protocol to TCP/IP. Implementing TCP/IP on the micro VAXes required 

the development of additional software. These modifications constitute the content 

of an earlier master's thesis (Wibowo, 1990). However, the TCP/IP software was 

not completely finished at the time this research was begun. Therefore, the commu

nications protocol was changed in the midst of this work from DECnet to TCP/IP. 

As a result, both implementations are discussed in this chapter. 

It should be noted that this chapter discusses only single user communications, 

since multiple command sites were never implemented using DECnet. The single 

RCC is the microVAX. Discussion of the multiple user implementation will begin 

in the following chapter. 

5.1 Original Implementation (DECnet) 

A predecessor to the Mars oxygen production plant simulation project was the 

Astrometric Telescope Facility (ATF). ATF also used microVAXes for LCC and 

RCC. The VAX version of OASIS, the software package used on the RCC, accom

modated the DECnet communication protocol. Therefore, initially DECnet was the 

logical protocol choice. The first version of the Martian simulation included DEC

net. Since OASIS handled DECnet on the RCC end, special in-house developed 

software devoted to DECnet was required only on the LCC. The tasks that make 

up the LCC portion of the DECnet software are diagrammed in figure 5.1. 

All of the DECnet tasks were composed in ADA. Each of these tasks is described 
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in detail in (Bienz and Hunter, 19SS) and will be discussed only briefly here. 

5.1.1 DECnet Logical Link Manager 

This task was responsible for the establishment and termination of the channels 

linking the LCC to the RCC. There were two channels associated with the connec

tion: a receiving channel for telecommands and a transmitting channel for sending 

telemetry. The task's bond to the outside world was a mailbox, which it created to 

receive connection requests. Such requests from other machines would be placed in 

the mailbox by DECnet. 

When the task retrieved a connection request from its mailbox, it checked the 

application for correctness. Only two types of petitions were accepted: those asking 

for a telemetry channel and those requesting a telecommand channel. Once it was 

determined which type of request was sent, the appropriate type of channel was 

assigned and the proper tasks were notified. The channel would be established 

through the DECnet/AD A Interface if the channel assigned was the telecommand 

channel, or through the ADA/DECnet Interface in the case of a telemetry channel. 

If a signal to shut down was received, the task would close the mailbox and all 

channels which had been assigned. 

5.1.2 DECnet/AD A Interface 

The purpose of this task was to receive telecommand packets sent from the LCC 

by DECnet and forward the packets to the Primary Depacketizer. It operated as 

follows. When the session was started, the task waited for a channel number to be 

sent from the DECnet Logical Link Manager. When this number was received, the 

interface entered a loop where it waited for incoming packets from OASIS, using the 

system service Starlet. If a packet was received, the condition handling status was 

checked for errors. If no reception errors had occurred, the packet was sent to the 

Primary Depacketizer. If an error occurred, it was reported on the local monitor. 

The task then returned indefinitely to the loop beginning. 
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5.1.3 ADA/DECnet Interface 

This task was very similar to the DECnet/ADA Interface, but handled outgoing 

packets. Its initial chore was to await the delivery of a telemetry channel number 

from the DECnet Logical Link Manager. After the reception of this information, the 

task began a loop where it accepted packets from the Primary Packetizer. Whenever 

a packet was received, it was sent via DECnet Tasking Services to the RCC. If an 

error occurred while sending the packet, the local monitor was notified. The loop 

was then repeated. 

5.2 TCP/IP Implementation 

There were two reasons for switching to the TCP/IP protocol midway through 

the project. First of all, as alluded to earlier in this chapter, the necessary software 

had not been available at the project's beginning. Second, it was desired to later 

include a SUN 3/60 as another remote computer. Switching to TCP/IP would 

facilitate communications with the SUN/UNIX machine, which had TCP/IP via 

the BSD/UNIX socket library. 

The TCP/IP software developed in-house utilizes a software package called 

Multinet, developed by TGV [10]. Multinet emulates TCP/IP on VAX environ

ments. So the use of TCP/IP on the VAX is not completely vendor independent. 

Since the OASIS package used on the micro VAX RCC does not support TCP/IP, 

special software also had to be developed for use in the RCC. This software will be 

discussed later in this section. 

5.2.1 TCP/IP software for the LCC 

Figure 5.2 is a diagram of the TCP/IP software developed for the LCC. 

As one might guess from comparing this figure with figure 5.1, the TCP/IP 

Socket Manager replaces the DECnet Logical Link Manager, the TCP/AD A In

terface replace the DECnet/ADA Interface, and the ADA/TCP Interface replaces 
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the ADA/DECnet Interface. All of the new tasks were written in ADA, although 

, the TCP/IP Socket Manager uses the ADA Pragma Interface to call a C procedure 
V 

for the purpose of setting up sockets and connections. Since all of these tasks are 

discussed in detail in (Wibowo, 1990) they will only be outlined here, with careful 

attention drawn to the differences between this and the former implementation. 

TCP/IP Socket Manager 

This task is responsible for the same duties as was the DECnet Logical Link 

Manager. Instead of creating a mailbox to wait for a connection request as was 

done in the DECnet application, the TCP/IP task creates a socket. A socket is 

an endpoint for communication set up on a specific port of the computer that 

allows the whole process to access the network. The socket is created by calling a 

function from the C language program ATF/TCP, which interfaces with Multinet 

to establish the service. When the socket has been established, another function 

is called to wait for a connection request. When such an inquiry is received, the 

socket manager calls ATF/TCP again. This time it determines the validity of the 

request, creates another socket identical to the first, binds the socket to the remote 

address, and assigns the correct channel: telemetry or telecommand. The socket 

manager then notifies the appropriate task of the channel number. If a signal is 

received to discontinue the session, the sockets are closed and the appropriate tasks 

are notified. 

A significant difference between the two implementations is the following: the 

DECnet Logical Link Manager interfaces directly with system functions to handle 

connections. This type of direct access to Multinet would be awkward. It would 

necessitate the use of several additional ADA Interface Pragmas to perform a series 

of rudimentary Multinet functions. For example, six Multinet functions must be 

called to create a socket. If they are accessed directly, six Pragmas are required. 

It makes much more sense to design the TCP/IP Socket Manager as a supervisory 

task, which uses a limited number of Pragma Interfaces to call a C language program 
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to do the work. The C language program requires no special provisions to talk to 

Multinet. ATF/TCP executes the series of functions to, for example, create a socket. 

This is the main procedural difference between the two manager implementations. 

TCP/ADA Interface 

This task takes the place of the DECnet/ADA Interface, and serves the same 

purpose. There is only one significant difference between the two tasks. Instead 

of using the system service Starlet to receive incoming packets as done in DECnet, 

the TCP/AD A Interface uses the Multinet TCP/IP function RECV. This function 

is accessed directly by way of the ADA Pragma Interface. This approach is logical, 

because unlike the duty of creating a socket, the whole receiving procedure is carried 

out by one Mulinet function. Thus the availability of a separate C language program 

would provide no added convenience. All other parts of the new task remain, almost 

line for line, as in the DECnet implementation. 

ADA/TCP Interface 

This task performs the same general duties as the ADA/DECnet task it re

places. However, instead of using system tasking services to transmit packets as 

with the DECnet implementation, the Multinet function SEND was used. SEND 

was accessed in exactly the same was as RECV was in the TCP/ADA Interface. 

All other portions of the task remain as they were in the DECnet implementation. 

Multinet TCP 

This is a minor package that contains the library of all the pragmas used by the 

TCP/IP tasks. These pragmas are used to interface with either the C language or 

Multinet. 
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5.2.2 TCP/IP on the VAX RCC 

As previously mentioned, OASIS was not equipped to handle TCP/IP com

munications by itself. Therefore, separate procedures were needed to take care of 

this duty. These special procedures consisted of a transmitter, a receiver, a C lan

guage program for assistance in socket set-up and closure, and a package similar to 

Multinet TCP that contained all the pragmas. 

In the DECnet application, a mailbox was used to pass packets between DECnet 

and the SIMU process. Here, mailboxes are used to pass packets back and forth 

between the RCC communication procedures and OASIS. 

The transmitter performs the following functions: 

1) When called to action by the user, it makes a connection request to the LCC. 

2) It waits for a response from the LCC. 

3) If the request was approved, the transmitter creates a mailbox to communicate 

with OASIS. 

4) It waits for a command to be sent by OASIS. 

5) When a command is received, the transmitter attaches the CCSDS headers 

before sending the packet to the LCC. 

Similar to the transmitter, the receiver performs the following duties: 

1) When activated, it creates a socket for communications to the LCC and a mail

box for OASIS. 

2) It waits for telemetry from the LCC. 

3) When telemetry is received, it is delivered to the OASIS mailbox. 

4) If the number of bytes transferred equals the number received, the receiver 

awaits more telemetry. If not, an error message is displayed and the receiver 

tries again to receive the packet correctly. This count is checked by the Multinet 

function RECV(), and is the extent of the error control at this level of the 

system. 
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5.3 Comparison of Implementations 

To the observer of the LCC, the transition from DECnet to TCP/IP is com

pletely transparent. To the user on the VAX RCC, once all processes have been 

s! \rted this is also the case. However, prior to clicking the "connect" selection on 

the OASIS main menu, one must first start the receiver and transmitter processes. 

Please refer to the VAX RCC portion of Appendix C for the proper pocedure for 

operating these processes. 

Increased speed of operations was experienced on the RCC when the switch 

was made to TCP/IP. This is most likely due to the fact that OASIS was no 

longer handling the communications protocol. The VAX version of OASIS has been 

somewhat slow in previous studies (Wibowo, 1990). 

The TCP/IP implementation is easier to debug. The telescience lab does not 

have source code for OASIS, so when a problem occurred while using DECnet 

communications it was difficult to diagnose. 
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CHAPTER 6 

MODIFICATIONS FOR MULTIPLE COMMAND SITES 

Until this project, remote command and control of experiments in the telescience 

laboratory had consisted of a single RCC in command of a single LCC. Systems 

used had been (RCC to LCC) micro VAX to micro VAX, micro VAX to PC, and SUN 

3/60 to PC. The RCC/LCC combination of SUN 3/60 and microVAX had never 

been successfully implemented. 

For this research, a remote commanding computer and a remote observing com

puter (which could also serve as an RCC), were desired. These machines were a 

microVAX and SUN 3/60. The PC, since it before had served separately as LCC 

for both computers, would seem the natural choice for LCC. However, it was not 

as powerful as desired. Therefore, the microVAX was chosen for the LCC. 

The changes to accommodate multiple command sites are primarily required 

on the LCC. They fall into two distinct hierarchical levels. The first and lowest 

of these levels is responsible for managing connections and transporting packets 

between machines. A systematic way had to be devised to deal with assigning and 

maintaining multiple connections, with each connection having its own receiver and 

transmitter channels. These matters are addressed in Section 6.1. 

The second layer makes use of key management. Just as a holder of a car key 

has the privilege to drive that car, this kind of key is issued to the RCC by the LCC 

that gives it the privilege to issue intrusive commands. An intrusive command, as 

it is currently defined in the software, is any command other than show, display, or 

a key request. The use of a key is necessary for the following reason. Even though 

it is possible to connect more than one remote computer to the LCC at the same 

time, to allow them all to issue intrusive commands whenever they wished would 

invite chaos. Going back to the car analogy, many people can be riding in a car at 

the same time. But it would be a real hazard if everyone had their hands on the 
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steering wheel. Note that the terms key-holder and non key-holder are synonymous 

with RCC and ROC respectively. However, at times the meaning is more clear if 

the former terms are used. Sections 6.2-6.5 deal with all these issues. 

The next section mentions the few modifications that were required on the 

RCs to equip them to handle the necessary changes for multiplicity on the LCC. 

The last section of this chapter discusses some of the difficulties encountered on 

the project. All of the tasks presented in this chapter are written in ADA unless 

specified otherwise. The source code for all LCC tasks will appear in an upcoming 

telescience laboratory report. 

6.1 Connections, Communications and Transport 

The tasks that make up this area include the TCP/IP Socket Manager, the 

ADA/TCP Interface and the TCP/AD A Interface. All of these tasks had to be 

modified to fit the new implementation. 

In order to communicate with two RCs, it is apparent that two connections are 

needed. There are two ways of forming them. The first is to use the same port for 

both connections, and have two different remote addresses associated with it. This 

is possible, provided that both remote machines are connected to the same process 

on the RCC. The second option is to use a different port for each connection, which 

requires more planning on the RCs. The second option was used after the first was 

tried unsuccessfully (see the final section in this chapter). 

Once two connections are established with a transmitter and receiver channel 

for each, sending packets to the RCs is straightforward. It only involves plugging the 

destination RC's channel number into a SEND() statement. Monitoring incoming 

packets is slightly more tricky. A discussion of how all these duties are accomplished 

is provided in the pages that follow, where the individual tasks that make up this 

section are addressed. 

In order to use the RCs, the LCC must be equipped to act as a server. One 

should occasionally verify that the proper service entries are defined in the file 

hosts.local in the directory multinet_root:[multinet] on the LCC. Two different port 
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numbers were used, one for each connection. Port 3535 named "telescience" and 

port 3536 named "science" are the service entries used by the LCC to handle connec

tions. Currently, port 3535 corresponds to the SUN 3/60 and 3536 to the micro VAX 

RC. Whenever there is a major upgrade of the software on the LCC, it is prudent 

to make sure these listings are re-entered. 

6.1.1 TCP/IP Socket Manager 

It was necessary to update the original socket manager to endow it with provi

sions to accommodate multiple connections. This task creates sockets for communi

cation to the RCs and establishes a transmitter and receiver channel for each socket. 

The word socket refers to a logical endpoint for communication, containing a socket 

number and an IP address. When the session is over, this task also manages the 

disconnection of the links to the RCs. In order to accomplish its designated duties, 

the TCP/IP Socket Manager calls Multinet socket library functions to prepare for 

and process connection requests. The Multinet socket library functions are all C 

functions and are accessed by use of the ADA interface Pragma and the C language 

program ATF/TCP. 

The pattern of the task looks like this: 

1) Create first socket 

2) If NOT (xmit.chanl .assigned and rcvr_chanl_assigned) then 

wait for connection requests 

end if 

3) If socket2 is not yet created then 

a) If (xmit.chanl .assigned and rcvr.chanl-assigned) and NOT 

(xmit_chan2_assigned and rcvr_chan2_assigned) then 

i)create second socket 

b) else 

i) Get optional data string sent with connection request 

ii) assign xmit_channell 

iii) send xmit_channell number to TCP/ADA Interface 



iv) Assign rcvr_channell 

v) send rcvr.channell number to ADA/TCP Interface 

vi) if an error in the connection string- refuse connection 

c) end if 

4) Else if NOT (xmit_chan2 .assigned and rcvr_chan2_assigned) then 

a) wait for second connection request 

b) Get optional data string sent with connection request 

c) assign xmit_channel2 

d) send xmit_channel2 number to TCP/AD A Interface 

e) Assign rcvr_channel2 

f) send rcvr_channel2 number to ADA/TCP Interface 

g) if an error in the connection string- refuse connection 

5) End if 

6) When xmit_chanl_assigned => accept deassign xmit.channell 

-if RC SUN 3/60 stops 

a) shut down xmit.channell 

b) shut down TCP/ADA Interface 

7) When rcvr.chanl.assigned => accept deassign rcvr.channell 

-if RC SUN 3/60 stops 

a) shut down rcvr.channell 

b) shut down ADA/TCP Interface 

8) When xmit_chan2_assigned => accept deassign xmit_channel2 

-if RC micro VAX stops 

a) shut down xmit_channel2 

b) shut down TCP/ADA interface 

9) When rcvr_chan2^assigned => accept deassign rcvr_channel2 

-if RC micro VAX stops 

a) shut down rcvr_channel2 

b) shut down ADA/TCP Interface 

10) Return to step 2 
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ATF/TCP 

This file is used by the socket manager to call Multinet functions to handle 

connections. There are three main processes involved in making a connection. They 

are described here. 

A) Create a socket to receive connection requests 

1) Look for the service entry in file hosts.local. For the first socket, this entry 

is "telescience," for the second, it is "science". 

2) Get information about the local host by using gethostbyname(). 

3) Create a new socket by using socketQ. 

4) bind socket to port by using bind(). For the first socket, the port is 3535, 

for the second it is 3536. 

B) Wait for connection requests using acceptQ. 

C) Assign Channels 

1) Put the socket into non-blocking mode by using socket Joctl(FIONBIO) 

2) Search the data sent with the connection assign proper channel using 

s trcmp(). 

a) If "ATF_TX_01" is found, the channel is a transmitter channel. 

b) If "ATF-RX.01" is found, the channel is a receiver channel. 

6.1.2 TCP/ADA Interface 

This task receives all incoming packets from the RCs. The major change in this 

task is that it now is in charge of two receiver channels. When the task is started, it 

waits for a channel number from the TCP/IP Socket Manager for receiver channell. 

It then goes into a loop where it either accepts the number for receiver channel2 

or checks the socket(s) for incoming channels. The sockets are checked using the 

Multinet socket library function RECV(). The sockets are set up in non-blocking 

mode by the socket manager. This means that if there is nothing waiting on the 
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socket, the RECVQ function will return immediately, empty-handed. 

If no packets are waiting to be read, the task takes a 0.1 second delay, and loops 

again. If there is a packet on the socket, it is removed. The TCP/ADA Interface 

keeps a record of which Application ID corresponds to which channel. The proper 

ID is inserted into the Originator ID field of the CCSDS secondary header. Although 

this field is assigned the proper value on the RC before transmission, for some reason 

it is received by the LCC as zero. Therefore, it is necessary to put the appropriate 

ID in this field so that the tasks that follow may use it. It may be desirable to fix 

this in the future. However, with slight modifications in several tasks, this field will 

become obsolete. 

The packet is sent to the Primary Depacketizer. If one of the RCs shuts down, 

the socket manager shuts down this task. Step by step, the task appears in this 

way: 

1) Accept IO_channell (receiver channell from socket manager) 

2) Accept IO_channel2 OR 

3) Accept Deassign Channell OR (also from socket manager) 

4) Accept Deassign channel2 OR 

5) check sockets 

tempJnt := RECV(IO_channell,...) 

a) if temp-int>0 then (there is a packet on the socket) 

i) assign proper originator JD to secondary header 

ii) send packet to Primary Depacketizer 

b) else if IO_channel2 has been accepted then 

i) tempJnt := RECV(IO_channel2,...) 

ii) if tempJnt >0 then (there is a packet on channel2) 

assign proper originator ID to secondary header 

send packet to Primary Depacketizer 

end if 

else delay 0.1 seconds 

end if 

6) Return to step 2 
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6.1.3 ADA/TCP Interface 

The ADA/TCP Interface handles outgoing telemetry intended for a specific RC. 

It provides an interface between other ADA tasks and Multinet software. When 

connections are first established, the TCP/IP Socket Manager passes to this task 

information containing the channel numbers for the outgoing links to the remote 

computers. Once the ADA/TCP Interface receives this information, it begins a loop 

where it waits for a packet to be sent to it from the Primary Packetizer. Each packet 

contains telemetry data, and the CCSDS headers. For reasons discussed later in 

this chapter, the packets generated for the two RCs are in different format. The 

telemetry data for the SUN 3/60 is in integer format, and the telemetry data from 

the microVAX is in floating point format. Since the telemetry packets are assembled 

higher up in the program structure, the ADA/TCP Interface can determine the 

destination of each packet solely from the format of the packet it receives. Therefore, 

one this task accepts a telemetry packet, it can immediately dispatch it along the 

appropriate channel to the network software on the way to its destination. The task 

continues to loop, accepting telemetry until it is deactivated by the socket manager 

at the end of the session. 

This is illustrated as follows: 

1) Accept IO.channell (transmitter channell from socket manager) 

2) Accept IO_channel2 OR. 

3) Accept telemetry .packet OR - packet with floating point binary format send 

packet to microVAX using SEND(IO_channel2,...) 

4) Accept itelemetry.packet OR - packet with integer binary format send packet 

to SUN 3/60 using SEND(IO_channell,...) 

5) Accept Deassign Channell OR 

6) Accept Deassign Channel2 

7) Return to step 2 
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6.2 Command Receiver 

The beginning of the command receiver is actually the TCP/ADA Interface 

task. But since this task also played an important role in communication, it was 

discussed in the previous section. The rest of the command receiver includes the 

Primary and Secondary Depacketizers, the Queuer, and Mailboxes. This block 

removes the CCSDS headers from the incoming packets. But the group's most 

important key-related duty is to separate the packets into key-holder and non key-

holder commands. The key-holder commands are further subdivided. Following 

this, the commands are placed in the appropriate mailbox, where they are later 

retrieved. 

This group of tasks is not responsible for assigning the key. It only receives 

word of the current key-holder each time a command is processed. Initially of 

course, all commands are classified as non key-holder until a key is assigned. It is 

necessary to separate key-holder from non key-holder commands because once the 

CCSDS headers are removed, there is nothing left in the packet to indicate on which 

machine it originated. Therefore, it is essential to isolate packets at this level, if 

key management is to work at all. 

6.2.1 Primary Depacketizer 

This task remains the same as in previous applications with one alteration: it 

passes word of the command's sender along to the Secondary Depacketizer. All 

other functions of the Primary Depacketizer exist unchanged. These are checking 

the telecommand packet's CCSDS primary header, removing it, and transferring 

the remainder of the packet stream to the Secondary Depacketizer. 
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6.2.2 Secondary Depacketizer 

In addition to its previous tasks of verifying the secondary header and sending 

the remainder of the packet to the Queuer, the Secondary Depacketizer also sepa

rates packets according to the status of the key. Before receiving any packet (with 

the exception of the very first), the task is notified by the Energy Model of the 

current ownership of the key. The Secondary Depacketizer retains this information 

until it receives a telecommand packet. At this time, the sender of the packet is 

compared to the key-holder ID. If the two are identical, the telecommand is sent to 

the Queuer as a key-holder packet, otherwise it is sent as a non key-holder packet. 

6.2.3 Queuer 

The Queuer is a task whose primary responsibilities are to accept telecommand 

packets from the Secondary Depacketizer and place then in the appropriate mailbox, 

where they are later retrieved. The Queuer must decide between priority or realtime, 

intrusive or nonintrusive, key-holder or non key-holder command classifications. 

Since commands sent to this task are already separated as key-holder and non 

key-holder, a portion of its duties are precompleted. 

The Queuer performs the following operations: 

1) It waits for a command and key-holder information 

2) If a key-holder command is received 

a) It is determined if the command is priority or realtime. If the first character 

in the command string is the ASCII letter 'P', the command is priority. If 

the character is an 'R', the command is realtime. These first eight bits of 

the command are then removed. 

b) It is determined whether or not the command is intrusive. All key holder 

commands other than "show" and "display" are intrusive. 

c) The command is placed in the appropriate mailbox. For example, a com

mand that is realtime and not intrusive would be placed onto the realtime 

nonintrusive key-holder mailbox. 
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3) If a non key-holder command is received 

a) It is first tested whether the command is priority or realtime. All non key-

holder priority commands are discarded. The first byte is then removed 

from the ASCII string. 

b) All intrusive commands are thrown out. In fact, only the commands "show", 

"display" and "request key" are permitted. 

c) If one follows the above discussion, it is obvious that only one non key-

holder mailbox type is required. The undiscarded commands are placed in 

this mailbox. 

4) If the appropriate mailbox is full, the packet is discarded. However, the buffer 

has always had sufficient space, so this has yet to happen. 

6.2.4 Mailboxes 

The package Mailboxes is, in essence a holding station where sorted commands 

wait until they are picked up by the retriever task. This package contains five 

mailboxes, which operate on a first in, first out basis. These mailboxes are as 

follows: 

1) Priority intrusive realtime key-holder commands 

2) Priority nonintrusive realtime key-holder commands 

3) Realtime intrusive key-holder commands 

4) Realtime nonintrusive key-holder commands 

5) Non key-holder commands 

6.3 Command Processing 

The tasks that comprise this section of the SIMU process include the retriever, 

the Command Processor, Kscanner Nkscanner, Kparser, and Nkparser. The local 

keyboard interacts directly with the Command Processor and will also be discussed 

here. This block of tasks is responsible for retrieving the commands from the 
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mailboxes. It decodes the commands by assigning them integer values, then checks 

for their authenticity. Following this, telecommands are sent to the Energy Model 

procedure where they are executed. 

Throughout this segment, key-holder and non key-holder commands are han

dled separately. The original Scanner and Parser have each been split in two for 

this purpose. Separation of commands is needed until all illegal non key-holder 

commands have been thrown out, and any appropriate error messages sent. 

6.3.1 Retriever 

The Retriever task removes commands to be executed from the mailboxes in 

the order 1-5 as numbered previously. The commands, in turn, are forwarded to 

the Command Processor along with their classifications. This task continues to 

loop, retrieving commands until the session is discontinued. The functions of the 

retriever remain much the same as before but with the incorporation of non key-

holder commands. 

6.3.2 Command Processor 

The Command Processor is the task that directs all further handling of com

mands beyond the retriever stage. Based on the type of command received, key-

holder or non key-holder, this task consults a list of the appropriate procedures that 

need to be called in order to process that command. Each procedure performs a 

specific function that needs to be completed before the next procedure is called. In 

this way, the Command Processor delegates work. 

If an exception occurs during the execution of the required procedures, the Com

mand Processor will shut down all the tasks in the entire SIMU program running 

on the LCC. An exception is a run-time error. The most common exception is a 

CONSTRAINT-ERROR, which occurs when a data object or a parameter is out of 

bounds. The procedures accessed by this task are the Scanners, the Parsers, and 

the Energy Model. At any time, the Command Processor may be interrupted by 

the local keyboard, which has priority over any remote activities. 



6.3.3 Keyboard 

This task constitutes the interface between the local keyboard and the LCC 

itself. It was desired from the earliest stages that local commands should supersede 

commands sent from the RCs, taking precedence even over the key-holder. For this 

reason, an entire task is reserved for accepting local keyboard commands. When a 

local command is received by the keyboard task, it bypasses all the usual tasks that 

process new commands and goes directly to the Command Processor. Although 

this task did not need to be altered to accommodate multiple users, it is included 

here because its priority status merited its mention. 

6.3.4 Kscanner and Nkscanner 

To accommodate multiple users, the original Scanner was split into two pro

cedures. Kscanner handles key-holder commands, while Nkscanner processes non 

key-holder commands. The main duty of the scanners is to check the syntax of 

each command for correctness. A command should have three parts: instruction, 

parameter, and value. The procedures verify this segmentation. There is little dif

ference between Kscanner and Nkscanner, with the exception of what was formerly 

mentioned. The two procedures could be combined into one with much repetition 

(as is done in the task Queuer) but the overall savings would be only about ten 

lines of code. 

The scanners use a function called coding to decipher the incoming command 

body, which has until this point remained a meaningless string. Coding works in 

this way. Each ASCII character is converted into an integer value according to its 

position alphabetically. The results are concatenated. For example, the instruction 

SET (S=19, E=5, T=20) would become 19520. This procedure is followed for all 

other words in the command. The integer words are then stored in a command 

record, reauy for the next processing step. 
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6.3.5 Kparser and Nkparser 

Similar to the Scanner, this procedure was also split in half, with Kparser 

handling key-holder commands and non key-holder commands being handled by 

Nkparser. Each parser compares the decoded message to a library of pre-defined 

commands. If a match is not found, the command is discarded. An error message 

is sent to the RC notifying it that the command could not be processed. 

Kparser stands virtually unchanged from the original Parser procedure, since all 

commands were formerly regarded as key-holder commands. Therefore this section 

will focus primarily on the duties of Nkscanner. 

Upon being called to action by the Command Processor, Nkparser compares 

the incoming command for authenticity. At the present time, only one non key-

holder command is accepted by the parser, a key request, although this can easily 

be changed as needs require. The format of the command is SET REQUEST_KEY 

= application ID of sender. All commands not matching this format are ignored by 

Nkparser. The interpreted command is placed in a record where it will be picked 

up by the Energy Model. 

Before this point, careful attention was paid to separating key-holder and non 

key-holder commands. This is no longer necessary, for two reasons. First, all 

erroneous non key-holder commands have been discarded; and second, there is no 

mystery as to the identity of the non key-holder. Its ID is included in the key 

request. As a result of this reasoning, both parsers insert commands into the same 

record. 

It should be mentioned that there is one key command that may be issued by 

the key-holder. That command is to release the key, sent by the RCC when it is 

finished issuing telecommands. The format is SET RELEASE-KEY = application 

ID of sender. This direction is handled by Kscanner in the same way as all other 

key-holder commands. The execution of key related commands will be discussed in 

the next section. 



6.4 Key Management and Simulation 

The burden of key management and simulation falls upon one procedure, the 

Energy Model. In the introduction to this chapter, the key-holding RCC was com

pared to the driver of a car. As long as one held the key, one could operate the 

car, or in this case the experiment. What happens if the hey-holder decides he does 

not want to drive anymore? First he must stop the car and remove the key from 

the ignition. The RCC does this by issuing a release key command, and in doing 

so, it becomes a second ROC. What happens to the key? A message is broadcast 

that the key is available. The key is assigned on a first come, first served basis to 

any ROC requesting it, even the one that just gave it up. This is equivalent to the 

former driver dropping the key on the floor of the car, and the first of his passengers 

to reach for the key becomes the next driver. This process is continued until the 

session has ended. System start-up is handled in the same way as if there had just 

been a key release. 

The non key-holding ROC will still receive telemetry and thus be able to monitor 

the experiment. In general, telemetry is sent to both RCs. The only time this is not 

so is when answering key requests. However, the local keyboard is the ultimate key-

holder. If at any time it wants to issue an intrusive command, it has the priority to 

do so. The local keyboard can be equated to the car owner. All of the information 

given here in general terms is addressed in detail in the following discussion. 

6.4.1 Energy Model 

This procedure is the endpoint for telecommands. As one might deduce from its 

name, this procedure performs an analysis of the testbed using an energy balance 

model. But in addition, it also has two other important purposes. Most important 

for the purposes of this research, the procedure assumes the ultimate responsibility 

of managing the key. Finally, the energy model takes all resulting data from the 

simulation and organizes it into the telemetry data portion of the outgoing packets. 

All three features are discussed below. 

1) Simulation- This section of the procedure governs everything that happens 
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with the parameters (flowrates, temperatures and pressures) of the testbed model. 

When the procedure is first passed a decoded command from the Command Pro

cessor, a distinction is made as to whether the command concerns the control of 

the testbed or control of the key. Once this is determined, the procedure takes all 

testbed related commands and plugs them into the model. The details of this model 

were not the subject of this research. Therefore, for the purposes of this discussion, 

this section of the procedure will remain a black box. However, the outputs from 

the box include 16 updated system parameters that are the result of the execution 

of the telecommand. This data is now ready to be placed in a telemetry packet to 

be sent to the appropriate RC. It should be noted that this black box need not be 

the energy model of the testbed. In the future, the key management functions will 

be housed in the CCC (Figure 3.5), and the simulation portion will be replaced by 

one or more personal computers acting as LCCs for different plants or simulations. 

2) Key management- This segment's main functions are to assign the key, decide 

the destinations for each packet, and release the key. When a command is passed to 

the Energy Model, a judgement is made whether the command is one for the testbed, 

or a key related command. This is determined by comparing the integer value 

assigned to the command by one of the parsers to a list of pre-defined commands. 

There are two types of key commands used: key release and key request. 

The key-holder may issue a release key command. Release_key signals that the 

RCC has finished issuing commands to the experiment and wishes to relinquish 

its privilege to make further commands. As mentioned before, the format of this 

command is : SET RELEASE-KEY = application ID of sender. The ID of the 

sender is not needed here, the Energy Model is aware who the RCC is. The ID is 

included so the command will fit standard command format (instruction, parameter, 

value), and will not be thrown out by Kscanner. When a release-key command is 

received, a parameter called "key state" is reset to zero, and a message is broadcast 

to all RCs indicating the key is available. 

The second type of key related command is a key request. A key request can 

only be issued by a non key-holder. If the RCC accidentally sends this command, it 

will be ignored by Kparser and an error message will be sent. The general format of 



this command is SET KEY-REQUEST = application ID of sender. When a request 

is received, the procedure must first find out if the key is available. This is done 

by checking the parameter key state. If key_state=0, the key is free, if key_state 

=1, the key is busy. If the key is currently in use, a message is sent to the sender 

of the request notifying the ROC it has been denied use of the key. This ROC 

can then communicate separately and privately through the network to request the 

current RCC to release the key. If the key is available, it is assigned to the first 

ROC requesting it. The appropriate computer is notified of its new privilege. 

The RCs are kept abreast of the current key status by a 32 bit data item in the 

telemetry stream, key .status. This works in the following way. 

If telemetry .packet, key .status = 0 - key is in use 

If telemetry .packet, key .status = 1 - key is available 

If telemetry .packet.key .status = 2 - key request approved 

If telemetry .packet.key .status = 3 - key request denied 

As one of its final duties, the Energy Model sends word to the Secondary De-

packetizer of the current key-holder. The application ID of the machine is used for 

this purpose. This notification is done even if the RCC has not changed since the 

last time the procedure was called. If the key is available, the key-holder ID is set 

to the arbitrary value of 5. 

The Energy Model also sends to the Secondary Packetizer the application ID 

(Destination ID) of the RC to receive the telemetry. The telemetry packets are 

generally broadcast, except when answering key requests. If data is to be sent to 

both RCs, the value of the destination ID becomes 2. 

3) Data packetization- After the key manager and simulation data have been 

cast, the data must be placed in a telemetry packet and sent to the packetizer 

tasks to append the CCSDS headers. A different data format is sent to each RC. 

The reasons for this are as follows. The original implementation of this procedure 

included only one RC ( the micro VAX), and all data was sent in ASCII format. It 

was desired to add the SUN 3/60 as the 2nd RC. It was known at that time that 

the VERDIX ADA compiler on the SUN would not accommodate the reception 

of ASCII data. Therefore, in anticipation of the SUN's addition into the system 
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architecture, all telemetry data sent from LCC to the micro VAX was changed to 

floating point binary format. After this scheme was working, it was discovered 

upon the attempt to incorporate the SUN 3/60 that the VERDIX ADA compiler 

could not handle floating point data either. Rather than modifying telemetry data 

between the two micro VAXes a second time, this author adopted the motto, "If it 

ain't broke- don't fix it," and constructed two different telemetry packets. Since the 

key manager segment is aware of the destination of the packets, it is not a problem 

to select the appropriate data format. Each packet sent to the micro VAX RC is 

formatted in floating point binary. Each data element sent to the SUN 3/60 RC 

is multiplied by 100 (in order to preserve two decimal places), truncated beyond 

the decimal, and formatted as a binary integer. The number 100 was selected 

because those involved agreed that an accuracy of 0.01 was all that was required. If 

greater accuracy is desired, the raw data could be multiplied by 1000 or 10,000, for 

example. The SUN deals with finding the correct values of the data items through 

various simple procedures. Once this duty is finished, the packet is forwarded to 

the Secondary Packetizer. 

After the telemetry packets have been sent to be packetized, and the Secondary 

Depacketizer and Secondary Packetizer have been informed of the key-holder and 

packet destination respectively, the Energy Model waits for another command.. 

6.5 Telemetry Transmission 

At this point in the process, all the key and command handling has been done. 

This segment consists of the Secondary Packetizer and the Primary Packetizer. The 

main duty of this block of tasks is to take incomplete packets and place the correct 

CCSDS headers on them. It acts upon information provided by the Energy Model 

specifying the destination, or destinations of the packets. The true imparting of the 

commands is handled by the ADA/TCP Interface which was discussed in section 

6.1. 
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6.5.1 Secondary Packetizer 

This task attaches the CCSDS secondary header on packets that pass through 

it. In addition, the Secondary Packetizer, under direction of the Energy Model, 

either broadcasts telemetry, or sends it to a particular RC. The general layout of 

the latest Secondary Packetizer version is as follows: 

1) Accept brdcast Jnfo(goal) - information from Energy model about the 

destination of the packet 

destination := goal 

2) Accept TPackl -telemetry data in binary floating point format 

3) Accept ITPackl -telemetry data in binary integer format 

4) If destination =2 -this means broadcast the telemetry 

then execute A) and B) 

else if destination =1200 -send only to micro VAX 

then execute B) 

else execute A) - destination was 1280, the ID of the SUN 3/60 

end if 

A) put standard CCSDS secondary header on data 

itelemetry ..packet.secondary.destinationJD := 1280 -send to SUN 

send itelemetry packet to Primary Packetizer 

B) put standard CCSDS secondary header on data 

telemetry .packet, secondary. destinationJD := 1200 -send to micro VAX 

send telemetry packet to Primary Packetizer 

The content of the CCSDS secondary header has been described earlier in this 

report, and will not be discussed here. The only new item of interest is the field 

DestinationJD. In previous implementations,this was a fixed value. Now, as implied 

above, this field is used properly to govern the direction of the telemetry. 

6.5.2 Primary Packetizer 

The purpose of the Primary Packetizer is to attach the CCSDS primary header 

on the packets it receives from the Secondary Packetizer, before sending them on to 
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the ADA/TCP Interface for transmission. Since the packets and their destinations 

are determined before reaching this point in the program, extensive modifications 

to this task were not required. Only five lines of code were added. This extra code 

was necessary to keep the floating point telemetry packet separate from the integer 

telemetry packet. 

6.6 Changes Required on Remote Computers 

All of the modifications necessary on the LCC to accommodate multiple com

mand sites are transparent to the RCs with the exception of one, the connection 

request command sent by the remote computers to the LCC. Information contained 

in the connection request includes the address of the socket to be used in the LCC 

port for the interface between the computers. In the TCP/IP protocol, the same 

port should be sufficient to handle communications with both RCs. However, for 

reasons that will be addressed in section 6.7, two different ports were used. 

Each RC has a different port address that it uses in its connection string. Once 

a socket is created, the LCC sits and waits on that particular socket until it receives 

a connection request on that socket- without timing out. It is therefore necessary 

that one particular RC always be connected first. Otherwise, an error will occur. It 

was arbitrarily decided that the SUN RC should connect first. It connects to port 

number 3535 on the LCC. The micro VAX connects to port number 3536. 

6.7 Difficulties Encountered 

There were few problems experienced involving the design of the project. The 

inconveniences encountered were usually associated with the usage of software or 

compilers. These difficulties are discussed below. 

6.7.1 VERDIX ADA Compiler Bug 

The VERDIX ADA compiler on the SUN 3/60 was selected in this project for 

consistency reasons. It had been used by the University of Colorado to compile the 



SUN/UNIX version of OASIS. However, VERDIX ADA harbored a rather signif

icant deficiency. In the past, communications between the micro VAXes had been 

done entirely in ASCII format. It would have been advantageous to preserve this 

organization. But VERDIX would not recognize ASCII data, nor would it recognize 

floating point binary data. Binary integer data was the only useful data type that 

could be correctly received by the SUN. Since it was desired to have the decimal 

portion of data preserved, some tricks had to be developed to handle VERDIX's 

deficiency. On the LCC, all data sent to the SUN was multiplied by 100 and then 

truncated beyond the decimal. A procedure was developed on OASIS to readjust 

the decimal (see Appendix B for details). All telemetry to both RCs was changed 

to binary. Although VERDIX ADA could not receive telemetry in ASCII format, 

it seemed to have no trouble transmitting commands in ASCII format. For that 

reason, the format for telecommands remained in ASCII. 

6.7.2 Variance in Secondary Header Size 

The CCSDS secondary header was defined on the SUN exactly as it was on the 

two VAXes, but for some reason the SUN's secondary header was 16 bits longer. The 

cause of this was never fully determined. But it is believed to be due to variations in 

the number of bits used for different data types in VERDIX ADA and VAX ADA. 

This discrepancy could also be the cause of two additional errors. 

1) When telemetry was sent to the SUN 3/60, and its receiver attempted to 

mail the packet to OASIS, the new data would never make it to the display, this 

occurred because OASIS was expecting a packet that was two bytes longer than the 

one it received, and somewhere in OASIS a flag had been raised. This situation was 

remedied by changing the OASIS database to adjust for the two byte discrepancy. 

2) Erroneous characters appeared on the front of telecommands. When the SUN 

3/60 issued a command, the scanners on the LCC would find four ASCII characters 

on the front of the command that all corresponded to the letter "L." The rest of the 

command was correct. Since this combination matched no predefined command, 

the packet would be discarded. It is believed this situation was caused by the 
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difference in secondary header sizes, because the extra two bytes would not have 

been removed by the Secondary Depacketizer. However, the nature of the problem 

is most puzzling. ASCII characters are eight bits each, which makes the total 

length of the erroneous string four bytes, not two. Attempts to locate the source 

of this additional error have been unsuccessful. Fortunately, though the problem 

was difficult to diagnose, it was easy to solve. Since none of the valid predefined 

commands began with the letter "L," the scanners were instructed to increment 

themselves by four characters if the letter "L" was encountered in the first position 

of a command. This fixed the error. 

6.7.3 Originator ID of Remote Computers 

Before the RCs transmit telecommands, the Originator JD field of the CCSDS 

secondary header is set to its proper value. But when this field is checked by the 

Secondary Depacketizer on the LCC, its value was always zero. However, this did 

not pose a serious threat, since the information contained in this field could also be 

obtained by keeping track of active connections. 

6.7.4 Multinet on the LCC 

There were two problems associated with the usage of Multinet functions on 

the LCC. 

1) A problem was experienced using the Multinet function setsockopt (REUSE-

ADDR). Theoretically, it should be possible to open two different connections on 

the same port address using the Multinet function setsockopt(REUSEADDR). The 

following things occurred when this was attempted. A non-negative value for the 

function was returned. This indicates that the function had executed successfully. 

However, when a trial was made to bind a second socket to this port address, an error 

message appeared stating that the port address could not be reused. This implies 

that setsockopt(REUSEADDR) had not executed successfully. Repeated attempts 

to unravel the meaning of this enigma failed. Fortunately, the entire problem could 



be circumvented by using two different ports. This is what was eventually done. 

2) The second problem occurred with the Multinet function socket Joctl (FION-

READ). This Multinet socket library function poles incoming sockets to see if there 

are any packets on them, without waiting indefinitely for a packet to arrive. Wait

ing indefinitely is the normal result of calling the function RECV(). This practise 

is disastrous. One RC could issue numerous packets, but none of these would be 

recognized if the LCC was checking the other channel, unless the other RC were to 

issue a command. The way the function FIONREAD was explained in the "Multi-

net Programmers Reference Manual," was, to say the least, perplexing. The general 

description of the function socket Joctl() stated that the it would return a 0 if it was 

successful, and a -1 if it failed. The description of socket Joctl (FIONREAD) stated 

that this function would return a 0 if no data was found on the socket. However, 

no explanation was given as to what the return value would be if there was data 

on the socket. The intersection of these two descriptions seemed to indicate that 

the function would return a value of 0, no matter what. In practise, this is exactly 

what happened, which is not at all useful. 

Luckily, another way existed to accomplish the same end. By using the function 

socket Joctl (FIONBIO) the sockets were set up in non-blocking mode. This means 

that when the function RECV() was called, it would not wait indefinitely on the 

socket. But rather, it would merely check to see if any data was on the socket, 

functioning the same was as socket Joctl is supposed to. 
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

7.1 Summary 

In. this thesis a method was presented that modified existing telescience software 

to allow multiple command sites to control the same distantly located experiment. 

The project used to provide the application for this research was the Mars oxygen 

production plant. The basic layout of the testbed for this plant was discussed. This 

research progressed through many stages before reaching its current status. First, a 

system was developed that included one RCC and an LCC (both micro VAXes) with 

a simulation model of the Mars testbed using DECnet for communications. This 

initial system was modified to replace DECnet with TCP/IP. The functions of the 

components in the arrangement were discussed as well as details of the modification. 

Finally, the architecture was extended to include a second remote computer, a 

SUN 3/60. There were two important issues that surfaced when a second remote 

computer was added: handling multiple connections and key management. Multiple 

connections to the RCs were implemented on the LCC using two different ports. 

Because of the nature of this arrangement, the connections are order dependent; 

i.e., one port must always be connected first. The two incoming sockets to the LCC 

are checked alternately for telecommands. The key is assigned on a first come, first 

served basis, to whomever requests it. The key-holding RCC keeps the key until its 

user wants to release it. The non key-holding ROC receives all telemetry but can 

only issue non-intrusive commands. 

The changes required for multiple command sites were almost transparent to 

the RC users. The only modifications required were due to the aforementioned 

order dependence. Throughout the project, the software package used to provide 

the user-machine interface on the RCs was OASIS. 
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7.2 Conclusions 

Designing a method to implement multiple user communications on the existing 

software was relatively straightforward; putting it into action was not always so 

easy. Most of the problems that occurred involved the usage of Multinet. A few 

Multinet functions acted in unexpected ways. The Multinet documentation was 

neither concise nor lucid, and very little outside help was available. Many times, an 

alternate way was found to accomplish the same end, instead of solving the problem 

with the original function. Other problems involved implementation differences 

between the SUN 3/60 and the micro VAXes. These puzzles were solvable, but 

tedious. 

This thesis presented one way to implement multiple command sites on the 

existing software. It should be noted that this is not the only way. There are other 

possibilities. It was an aim to make the necessary changes while modifying as little 

of the structure of the existing software as possible. Therefore, many of the reasons 

why the plan was implemented in the way described in this document are historical. 

Although the method developed for implementing multiple command sites in

cludes only two RCs, its results can be extended. In fact, as many RCs as desired 

can be added, as long as the additional load generated does not seriously reduce the 

performance of the LCC. In the future, this will be avoided by adding a CCC to 

handle communication details and relay commands to and telemetry from multiple 

LCCs. 

7.3 Suggested Improvements and Future Work 

7.3.1 Suggested Improvements 

During the course of this work, a few ideas were produced that, although not 

necessary for the correct performance of the multiple user system, would smooth 

operations if incorporated into the design. 

1) Notify the RCC that the key has been requested. At the present time, only 

the issuer of a key request is notified of the outcome of his request. It might be 
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wise to notify the key-holder that someone else wishes key privileges. Such an 

advisement might guard against "hogging" the key, assuming that the RC users are 

cooperative. 

2) Take the key back if it is not being used. Currently, the RCC can keep the 

key as long as it wants. Perhaps a counter should be implemented that would free 

the key if a command had not been issued by the key-holder for a certain desired 

period of time. 

3) Make the system more robust. As it stands now, if one RC wants to discon

nect, the SIMU process on the LCC shuts down. It is possible that during the course 

of an experiment an RC might want to disconnect or might crash for some reason. 

Such an action should not jeopardize the whole experiment. By making slight mod

ifications in the TCP/IP Socket Manager, ADA/TCP Interface, and TCP/ADA 

Interface it is possible to avoid that problem. 

4) Modify the system to be independent of connection order. This modification 

would have an added benefit. To the LCC the remote computers would appear the 

same. No special treatment would be required for different remote computers. This 

will prove important as more RCs are added. At present, due to the fact that two 

different ports are used, the computer that connects to the first port must always 

connect first. This inconvenience could be avoided with the incorporation of two 

items. 

a) Send the same packet type to both RCs. This has not been done 

yet because it would require reprogramming the OASIS data base on the 

micro VAX RC to adjust for integer data. This process is simple, but time 

consuming. 

b) Change the connection procedure on the RCs so that if the connection 

request fails on one port, the other is tried. 

5) Have a separate Key Manager procedure. Currently, key management is 

handled in the same procedure as the simulation. In the future, when the present 

simulation is replaced, it would be desirable to have a separate unit be responsible 

for key-related duties. This can be accomplished by having the Scanners and Parsers 

separate the key-related commands from other commands and place them in a 
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separate command record. This command record would then be passed to the Key 

Manager. 

7.3.2 Future Work 

A version of OASIS for Sparc stations has just become available. Future plans 

include the addition of a Sparc as a third RC. Modifications required for this incor

poration would fall solely on the TCP/IP Socket Manger, ADA/TCP Interface, and 

TCP/ADA Interface. They would entail creating a third connection and managing 

the extra receiver and transmitter channels. 

In the immediate future, the key management functions of the LCC will be han

dled by the CCC. One or more personal computers will act as LCC(s) for different 

plants or simulations, replacing the simulation duties of the current LCC. This was 

illustrated in figure 3.5. For this new implementation, new commands will need to 

be added, as well as new telemetry packets defined. The communications software 

on the RC/LCC interface will not require modification. 

In the extended future, it is likely that there will be several different experiments 

operating on Mars. A system is envisioned where there will be two CCCs, one on 

Earth at White Sands, New Mexico, and one on Mars (as in figure 7.1). The CCC 

on Earth will service many different remote computers. The CCC on Mars will 

interface with several different LCCs. Each LCC will be responsible for a different 

experiment, one of which will be the oxygen production plant. Such a system raises 

many critical issues involving robustness that will need to be addressed in the future. 

1) The remote computers should be able to be turned on and off at will with

out effecting the experiment(s). This modification was suggested in section 7.3.1. 

Communications interfaces on both CCCs should be developed that are equipped 

to handle this problem. The question also needs to be addressed of how the system 

will be recovered when links go down. Some way of gracefully reconnecting will 

have to be established. It would be desirable to have important information be 

retained, such as the identity of the key holder. 

2) The remote computers should be able to shut down and start up the ex
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periments as needs require. From the programmer's view, these are just two new 

commands and will be implemented the same as any other command. At the ex

periment site, there will likely be other consequences of these commands that will 

need to be dealt with, such as graceful shut down and start up. 

3) Key control should be implemented at the Earth location, instead of on Mars 

This plan would be desirable for the following reasons. It is easier to recover from a 

failure of the CCC on Earth than a failure of the one on Mars, consequently it will 

be easier to recover key management if this duty resides on the Earth CCC. As the 

number of local experiments increases, there will be many different keys assigned, 

and this added complexity is best handled on Earth. 

4) The final issue involves reliability. In space, things will go wrong. On Mars, 

there will be dust storms. On Earth, there will be electrical storms. How can the 

system be designed to withstand such assaults and remain efficient? Extra receivers 

and transmitters should be added that will go on line if the original ones expire, but 

how many? Spare sensors and meters should be taken to Mars to check the accuracy 

of the original sensors and meters. But how many should be taken? On the earth, 

these questions are not quite so critical, since extra items can be added to the system 

whenever it is required. However, every item carried to Mars means extra mass, and 

mass is a critical parameter in trips to space. Even if sensors and transmitters had 

zero mass and could be transported to Mars without hassle, programming a great 

deal of redundancy into the system is simply not efficient. Here there is a tradeoff 

between redundancy and reliability. Clearly some redundancy is called for. But 

more work should be done in this area to determine exactly how much redundancy 

is needed to maximize the working time of the system. 
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OASIS 

The softy/are package that comprised the user-RC interface in this project was 

OASIS. OASIS, which stands for Operations and Science Instrument Support, was 

developed by the University of Colorado. It has been installed in both the mi-

croVAX node CACTUS (version V02.05.02) and the SUN 3/60 node SIESTA (ver

sion V02.05.02). The purpose of OASIS is to allow remote operation of scientific 

experiments. 

OASIS performs several functions that facilitate the means by which the user 

can control the experiment. Following is a brief description of the most impor

tant functions. First of all, OASIS is equipped with a hierarchical menu structure 

that allows the user to easily direct tasks and subtasks by selection options with a 

mouse. The most commonly used commands can be encompassed into this struc

ture, eliminating the need for the user to be an expert in the program details. This 

can be done by defining a procedure that executes the desired tasks whenever the 

corresponding menu option is selected. 

Other commands can be entered using CSTOL, a simple language recognized by 

OASIS for sending telecommands. The software takes the command and converts it 

to the desired format (ASCII, binary, etc.), which is defined in the database before 

dispatching the telecommand to the outside world. 

When telemetry is received from the LCC, OASIS decomposes the packet and 

extracts each item from the stream. It performs some error detection where it can 

test to see if each item is within designated limits. If an error is found, the user is 

alerted, and OASIS may perform some task if one is predefined for the situation. 

Finally, OASIS can display telemetry on the user's screen in a pleasing form, with 

a broad selection shapes and colors available. 

The greatest drawback of OASIS is its speed, or rather lack of speed. The delay 

on the SUN/UNIX version is within acceptable limits. The delay on the VAX version 

is at times tremendous, and will be addressed here. A detailed study was done on 
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the following points; for specific numbers see (Wibowo, 1990). When a telecommand 

is issued by the user, it can sometimes take as long as twenty seconds for the VAX 

OASIS to process, packetize and send the command. When an image is called to 

appear on the on the screen, such as a window, OASIS is extremely slow. Exhibiting 

the windows associated with the connection process takes minutes to complete. If 

the computer disk on the micro VAX is fragmented, the above delays become even 

worse. The transmission delay for commands and telemetry was noticeably reduced 

when the communications protocol was changed from DECnet to TCP/IP. This is 

likely due to the fact that machine-to-machine transmission was no longer handled 

by OASIS, but by receiver and transmitter procedures on the same machine, but 

external to the program. 
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DETAILS OF SUN/UNIX MODIFICATIONS 

Equipping the SUN 3/60 to act as a second RCC created some interesting 

problems never before dealt with. This section documents them, and the way in 

which they were remedied. The difficulties fell into two general categories. 

1) The use of the VERDIX ADA compiler required changing the data type from 

ASCII to binary. The following procedures or tables had to be modified. 

a) packets.a - This package is used by the transmitter and receiver to formulate 

packets. The description for the telemetry data had to be changed. The 

format used was integer, and the length of each of the 20 data items was 32 

bits. 

b) Decomposition - The following fields in this OASIS database table were 

changed to the items specified. 

i) size -> 32 

ii) data.type -> new.dn 

iii) is_formatted -> false 

c) latest-data - The following field in this OASIS database table was changed 

to the item specified. 

i) size -> 32 

d) streams - This OASIS table needed to be adjusted to fit the new data size. 

e) procedures - A procedure was added to readjust the data to change it from 

integers to decimal numbers. For each data item, a line like the following 

was used in the procedure: 

i) let tl = tl * 0.01 

2) Since the CCSDS secondary header on the SUN was 16 bits longer than on the 

VAXes, adjustments had to be made to the latest-data OASIS database table. 

The entries LENGTH-UNIT and LENGTH.CORRECTIO had to be added. 
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OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR TWO COMMAND SITES 

INTERACTING WITH ENERGY SIMULATION MODEL 

This section outlines the method for conducting a session with two remote 

computers, using the Mars oxygen production plant simulation. 

1) The LCC- Since the Local Controlling Computer acts as the server, it must be 

in operation first. 

a) Log into the account $DISK1:[D0SER] on node PUEBLO, and change the 

directory to [DOSER.KEY] 

b) Enter "RUN SIMU". This will start the simulation program. A message 

indicating that socket 1 has been created will appear. Now the LCC is ready 

to receive connections. 

2) SUN 3/60 RC- node "SIESTA" 

a) Log into the OASIS account and select option 2, for the MARS demo. This 

will set up X windows for the project. 

b) Open a new window and change the directory to comm/ada. Enter 

' "atf.trans". 

c) Open another window and change the directory to comm/ada. Enter 

' "atf_rec". 

d) From the main window, enter "mars_setup". this will start the initialization 

of OASIS. 

e) When the curser reappears, enter "oasis". 

f) The main_menu, CSTOL window, and message window will appear. When 

the message window indicates that the initialization is complete, click the 

mouse on the menu option "connect". The various windows associated with 
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the project will appear. The message window will state that the connection 

is finished, (on the LCC, messages specifying that transmitter and receiver 

channels 1 have been accepted will present themselves. A message that 

socket 2 has been created will also be displayed). 

3) micro VAX/GPX RC- node "CACTUS" 

a) Log into the OASIS-DEMO account 

b) Enter "@NEW_MARS.COM". 

c) Enter "RUN-OASIS". The main_menu, CSTOL window, and message win

dow will appear. A message that the initialization is finished will pop up. 

d) Open a new window and log into $DISK2:[D0SER]. Change the directory 

to [DOSER.ALT] and enter "run atf_trans_proc". 

e) Repeat step d, EXCEPT instead enter "run atf_rec_proc". (Messages on the 

LCC will appear indicating that transmitter and receiver channels 2 have 

been accepted). 

f) Move the mouse to the main_menu and select "connect". The system pa

rameters window, data.update window, and testbed diagram will appear. 

When the procedure is finished, a notice stating such will be present in the 

message window. 

4) Operation 

a) On the monitor of the computer that is desired to be the RCC, select the 

option "REQUEST_KEY". This is equivalent to the CSTOL command SET 

REQUEST-KEY = "ID of RC" dn (siesta's ID=1280, cactus' ID=1200). 

This computer will now become the key-holder. The other computer will 

become the ROC by default. 

b) The RCC can now proceed with issuing commands to control the experiment 

and receive the resulting telemetry data from the LCC. The ROC will receive 

all telemetry data, but any commands issued from it will be ignored by the 

LCC, with the exception of key requests. 

c) When all desired commands on the RCC have been issued, select "RE-
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LEASEJKEY", this is equivalent to the CSTOL command 

' "SET RELEASE-KEY = "ID of RC" dn. The LCC will send telemetry 

indicating the key is available. Now the key is free again, and either RC can 

request it. 

d) When the session is over, the RCs should end their procedures before such 

action is initiated on the LCC. 
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